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============

Reducing scan time is important for clinicians and patients, as well as for researchers. Various methods for reducing data acquisition time have been proposed and widely investigated. Data acquisition time can be directly reduced by using fast k-space sampling trajectory ([@B1], [@B2]) or undersampling ([@B3], [@B4]), which can result in aliasing artifact. There are many techniques for either resolving or separating this aliasing artifact in the context of parallel imaging using multichannel receiver coils ([@B5], [@B6]). In addition, data acquisition time efficiency can be improved when performing multislice imaging by simultaneous multislice (SMS) acquisitions, which collect signals from simultaneously excited regions along with increased data bandwidth acquisition ([@B7], [@B8]), controlling aliasing ([@B9]), multicoil arrays ([@B10]), or stepped B0 field method ([@B11]).

The SMS technique uses a multiband radiofrequency (RF) pulse to simultaneously excite several slices. In the early developmental stages of SMS, the excited multiple slices are separated into the frequency-encoding field of view (FOV) by applying an additional gradient along the slice direction during the readout (RO) time ([@B7]). The separated signals are acquired by increasing the total RO bandwidth. This concept has been successfully combined with the parallel imaging technique ([@B12]) and has been analyzed in a telecommunication perspective in wideband magnetic resonance imaging ([@B8], [@B13]). These methods achieved through-plane acceleration. A similar gradient scheme can be found in the view angle tilting (VAT) technique ([@B14], [@B15]), where, in addition to the separation of multiple slices, chemical shift artifacts caused by excitation can be shifted back to their original position during RO. However, the additional gradient causes voxel shearing, which results in blurring as a tradeoff. The amount of blurring depends on the excitation slice profile and the strength of the applied gradients during the RO time.

Meanwhile, the simultaneously excited slices can be shifted along the phase-encoding (PE) direction by modifying the phase of the applied multiband RF pulse. In multislice controlled aliasing in parallel imaging results in higher acceleration (CAIPIRINHA) ([@B9]), aliased regions can be reduced and, consequently, the number of unfolding problems can also be reduced. In addition, slice-wise shifts make the sensitivity of each coil at individual slices more independent. While solving the slice-parallel imaging problem, its inverse problem can be better conditioned.

Here, we propose a strategy that combines the advantages of the multislice CAIPIRINHA and VAT techniques, termed CAIPIVAT. By applying the compensation gradient of VAT, a multislice shift along the RO direction can be achieved, whereas field inhomogeneity-induced spatial shift can be corrected. The CAIPIRINHA makes each excited slice shift along the PE direction. Both PE and RO directional shifts can be accomplished; hence, the unfolding inverse problem becomes easy to solve. The inevitable blurring from the compensation gradient is addressed by implementing a deblurring technique, specifically a constrained least square (CLS) filter that is commonly used in digital image processing ([@B16]). The proposed method is shown using phantom and in vivo studies. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gains of VAT, CAIPIRINHA, and CAIPIVAT are also simulated for assessing the effect of virtual coil sensitivity after solving the unfolding problem.

Method {#sec2}
======

The pulse sequence diagram is shown in [Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The multiband RF pulse was designed based on the Shinnar--Le Roux algorithm ([@B17]) to achieve the desired excitation profiles. A frequency modulation function for multiband excitation is defined according to the distance between the desired excitation slices (*d*~*slice*~). To induce the CAIPIRINHA shift along the PE direction, different RF phases were applied for each individual frequency band. The phase term of each band varied according to the number of bands and the amount of shift. This excitation profile affects the amount of blurring due to the VAT gradients; hence, it is crucial to apply a deblurring process that can improve the point spread function.

![Pulse sequence diagram of CAIPIRINHA using view angle tilting technique (CAIPIVAT) (A) and illustrations of the principle of view angle tilting (VAT) (B). An example of slice shifts with a water--fat phantom (C). Controlled aliasing in parallel imaging results in higher acceleration (CAIPIRINHA), VAT, and CAIPIVAT illustrations (D). Shifts along both phase-encoding (PE) and readout (RO) directions are achieved by CAIPIRINHA and VAT, respectively.](tom0011600290001){#F1}

The aforementioned multiband scheme was combined with the VAT technique. VAT can correct off-resonance-related spatial shift artifacts by applying a compensation gradient during the RO time. During the slice-selection process, the off-resonance spins are excited at a different position compared with the on-resonance spins. During RO, these off-resonance spins are encoded at a shifted location because of the off-resonance frequency term ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, left). In the VAT technique, the off-resonance-related spatial shifts are corrected by projecting the excited spins along a specific view angle ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, right). The amplitude of the compensation gradient (*G*~*comp*~) is set to be equal to that of the slice selection gradient (*G*~*SS*~). This *G*~*comp*~ can also be regarded as the separation gradient in SMS. The shift distance of each slice along the RO direction (*d*~*RO*~) depends on *d*~*slice*~ and the amplitude ratio between *G*~*comp*~ and *G*~*RO*~, which is denoted as follows: $$d_{RO} = d_{slice} \cdot \text{tan}\left( {G_{comp}/G_{RO}} \right)$$

The signal equation of the VAT acquisition can be expressed as follows: $$S(k_{x},k_{y},t) = {\int_{z_{o} - \frac{s}{2}}^{z_{o} + \frac{s}{2}}{\iint_{x,y}m(x,y,z) \cdot e^{- j2\pi(x \cdot k_{x}(t) + y \cdot k_{y} + z \cdot k_{z}(t))}}}dxdydz = \sin\, c\left( 2\pi k_{x}(t) \cdot R \cdot \frac{s}{2} \right) \cdot e^{- j2\pi k_{x}(t) \cdot R \cdot z_{o}} \cdot \int_{x,y}m(x,y) \cdot e^{- j2\pi(x \cdot k_{x}(t) + y \cdot k_{y})}dxdy$$ where *s* is the slice thickness, *z*~*o*~ is the center of slice, and *R* represents *G*~*comp*~/*G*~*RO*~. The integration part along the *z*-direction can be expressed as the product of a sinc term and an exponential term ([@B18]). The exponential term is related to the off-resonance correction in VAT by shifting the off-resonance spins to its original position, and the sinc term is related to the VAT blurring ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In the k-space perspective, the acquired signal is modulated by a sinc function according to *G*~*comp*~. Ideally, VAT blurring can be corrected (ie, deblurred) by simply demodulating this sinc function in k-space. However, this may cause a "divide by zero" problem because the sinc function can have zero-crossing points depending on the imaging parameter ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, a direct sinc demodulation can cause noise amplification and degrade the image quality ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To avoid this unwanted noise amplification, the processing part of the singular point needs to be modified. As a simple approach, the values near the zero-crossing point can be thresholded such that no division is performed on these points (ie, buffered sinc). This method can avoid the ill-conditioning problem. However, division by the near-zero value still amplifies the noise. Here, the ill-conditioned deblurring process was rearranged as a constrained least square minimization problem as follows: Figure 2.VAT blurring and its compensation. Reference SE image (A). Acquired VAT image (B). Blurring kernel (sinc function) and its zero crossing (red circle) (C). Deblurred image after direct demodulation of sinc (D). Deblurred image using buffered sinc, which excludes the near zero-crossing point (E). Deblurred image using the constrained least square (CLS) technique (F). L-curve for CLS filtering (G). $$\left. \text{min}_{\text{x}d} \right\|\left. \mathbf{A}\mathbf{x}_{d} - \mathbf{x}_{o}\|^{2} + \lambda \right\|\mathbf{R}(\mathbf{x}_{d})\|^{2}$$ where **x**~*d*~ is the desired deblurred image, **x**~*o*~ is the acquired VAT image, **A** is the sinc term in Equation [2](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"} regarding the objective function, **R**(**x**~*d*~) is the Laplacian image, and λ is a weighting factor for controlling the damping noise. The additional constraint can compensate for the zero-dividing problem. However, missing data points at zero crossings are not perfectly restored. The deblurring performance and noise amplification can be controlled by adjusting the weighting factor λ. The constrained least squares technique was tested on phantom data and adapted to CAIPIVAT.

By combining CAIPIRINHA and VAT, each slice shifts along both RO and PE directions depending on its slice direction position ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This feature can increase the reconstruction performance because the aliased regions are further reduced and the coil sensitivity of each slice retains more independency again. In addition, the spatial shift artifacts related to off-resonance (eg, due to the chemical shift) can be mitigated by the VAT technique.

The expected SNR based on the g factor equation ([@B9]) was simulated for a 2-slice VAT, CAIPIRINHA, and CAIPIVAT acquisition assuming a cylindrical phantom. The in-plane diameter was set to be 80 mm, and the distance between the 2 slices varied from 1 to 50 mm. Simulations were conducted based on a 4-channel receiver coil assuming a variation of \<10% for 50 mm along the slice direction. The view angle was set to 60°. The effects of VAT blurring were separately considered by examining the SNR after CLS filtering.

Experiments were performed on a 3 T scanner (Tim Trio, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) with a 12-channel, phased-array head coil. Three slices with a 9.0-mm gap were simultaneously excited, and a ±FOV/3 shift was induced by the RF phase variation at each repetition time (TR). The imaging parameters are TR/echo time (TE) = 650.0/12.0 milliseconds, FOV = 192 × 96 mm^2^ for the phantom experiments and 192 × 192 mm^2^ for in vivo studies, resolution = 1.0 × 1.0 mm^2^, slice thickness = 2.0 mm, RO bandwidth = 390 Hz/pixel with a view angle of 63.1°, and total scan time = 62 seconds for phantom experiments and 125 seconds for in vivo studies. The phantom experiments were performed with a water--fat--air model for showing the capability of the chemical shift and the B0 artifact correction and for comparing the reconstruction performance between CAPIRINHA and CAIPIVAT. In addition, in vivo head data were collected from a healthy volunteer to show the robustness to the chemical shift artifact and the acceleration. The study was approved by the institutional review board. Each data were reconstructed using slice-generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA) technique ([@B19]), which resolves the aliased slices by calculating the GRAPPA kernel of each slice with a reference image information.
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[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the simulation result by presenting the effect of VAT shift and virtual coil sensitivity while solving the unfolding problem. According to the simulations, the "no shift" showed poor reconstruction performance because of the similar coil sensitivity along the slice direction. Likewise, CAIPIRINHA started at a higher SNR compared with the no-shift case, but it did not display much advantage as a function of the slice distance. CAIPIVAT, conversely, started at almost the same SNR compared with the CAIPIRINHA, as the effective VAT shift is near zero when the slice distance is small. However, as the slice distance increases, the SNR of CAIPIVAT also increased. Note that the SNR of VAT exceeded that of CAIPIRINHA after the 23-mm slice distance point. Furthermore, after approximately 46-mm separation, aliasing can be avoided using VAT only. Upon deblurring, the overall SNR in VAT and CAIPIVAT slightly reduced.

![Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) simulation for the case of a 2-slice imaging as a function of the slice distance. The SNRs of no-shift, VAT, VAT with deblurring, CAIPIVAT, CAIPIVAT with deblurring, and CAIPIRINHA are shown.](tom0011600290003){#F3}

The CLS deblurring was tested on the phantom data. As shown in [Figure 2, E](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, both buffered sinc and CLS filter can alleviate VAT blurring better than direct demodulation of the sinc function. Between these 2 methods, the image quality is highly improved in the result image using CLS filter, particularly on the noise components. However, a ringing artifact was observed because of missing data at the zero-crossing points in the sinc function.

Using the water--fat--air model phantom, field inhomogeneity-induced spatial shifts, which appeared as a slight signal pile up at the air--water interface, and chemical shift artifact due to oil are corrected in CAIPIVAT acquisition as shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Furthermore, comparing the acquired images with CAIPIRINHA and CAIPIVAT, the aliased regions are considerably reduced in CAIPIVAT, and, consequently, this property makes the unfolding problems easy to solve. Signal decrement after CAIRPINHA reconstruction was observed in slice 2. In in vivo imaging ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), the spatial shift due to chemical shifts of the fatty tissue around the skull was corrected in CAIPIVAT, and it showed less parallel imaging artifact.

![Water--fat--air model phantom experiment results using CAIPIRINHA and CAIPIVAT. Standard SE images are shown in the third column for reference. Chemical shift artifact from oil and field inhomogeneity artifact from the air--tissue interface are alleviated using CAIPIVAT. The dotted boxed regions are zoomed to more clearly show these features.](tom0011600290004){#F4}

![In vivo brain experiment results using CAIPIRINHA and CAIPIVAT. Standard SE images are shown in the third column for reference. Chemical shift artifacts at skull bone and scalp are alleviated using CAIPIVAT. The dotted boxed regions are zoomed to more clearly show these features. In the zoomed slice 1, signal void due to the chemical shift is indicated by a dotted white line, and its corrected version is indicated by a dotted black arrow.](tom0011600290005){#F5}
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With the CAIPIVAT technique, the number of voxels to solve the unfolding problem is reduced more compared with that of aliased voxels of CAIPIRINHA because of the in-plane shifts along both the PE and RO directions. Furthermore, ill-conditioned problems due to the similar coil sensitivity of each slice can be better conditioned by obtaining the independence (reducing the similarity) of virtual coil sensitivities. These features result in reducing the g factor as shown in the simulation result and give a chance to increase the multislice excitation factor. Recently, a general formalism of CAIPIRINHA, named wave-CAIPI, which controls aliasing in arbitrary directions, was introduced ([@B20], [@B21]). CAIPIVAT can be considered to fall into the category of SMS wave-CAIPI.

Moreover, the VAT technique has the ability to compensate off-resonance-related spatial shift artifacts by matching *G*~*SS*~ and *G*~*comp*~. The view angle of 60--65°, which was used here, is determined by the imaging parameters (slice thickness, RF bandwidth, RO bandwidth, and resolution). Different view angles can be used by changing these imaging parameters if needed. For example, a wider separation of the multislice images may be desired by increasing the view angle. In this case, the ability to correct the spatial shift remains the same; however, the overall blurring would be different. This blurring can be alleviated by using the deblurring CLS technique.

In general, the appropriate number of simultaneous multislice factors depends on the receiver coils and imaging parameters. In other words, the number of receiver coils, the geometric distribution of their sensitivities, volume coverage, and slice gap are important in deciding the multiband factor. Furthermore, here, the number of shifts should be carefully considered because the coil sensitivities are virtually shifted along both the PE and RO directions. If the virtually shifted coil sensitivities happen to be similar at the aliased regions, the reconstructed image may have poor SNR.

Although the number of simultaneously excited slices can be increased by adding the modulated RF pulses, in reality, this increase is limited because of the peak power of RF, which increases proportional to the number of slices in a simple multiband RF design scheme. To increase the number of excitation bands, a special technique is required such as variable-rate selective excitation ([@B22]) or power independent of number of slices ([@B23]) because the peak RF power increases proportional to the number of slices in the simple multiband RF design scheme. These advanced multiband RF design schemes are essential, particularly in selective 180° RF pulses in SE-based sequences.

In conclusion, we presented a CAIPIVAT technique for SMS imaging with inherent spatial shift artifact correction due to field inhomogeneity. A constrained reconstruction was used to alleviate the problem of blurring in VAT-based acquisitions. This technique can be useful for reducing data acquisition time in slice-encoding metal artifact correction ([@B24]) that involves VAT for correcting in-plane field inhomogeneity artifacts.
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